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Summary 
The objective of this project was to produce guidelines for the 
support quality assurance procedures of different “pumped” product 
support systems. The project is an extension of the SIM040205 
project which developed guidelines for pre-manufactured products 
ready to be used when delivered to the mines (e.g. elongates). The 
main focus of the current project was on the following product types: 

 
1. Backfill 
2. Shotcrete 
3. Grout packs 
4. Thin sprayed liners 

 

The project focused mainly on the support products and not the 
human aspects of quality assurance such as non-adherence to 
support standards. 

As these pumped support products consist of a number of different 
components that are only “assembled” or applied underground, a 
slightly different approach in the proposed procedures had to be 
followed compared to the pre-manufactured support units described 
in the previous SIM040205 report. The quality assurance procedures 
for “pumped” products contain the following important components: 

• Quality assurance testing for the separate components of 
the support type before it is transported underground. 

• Underground quality assurance procedures of the installed 
support types.  

• Due to the pumped nature of the support, the frequency of 
testing had to be modified to take the specific attributes of 
the support into account. 

From the data collected in the initial phases of the project in 
workshops and through questionnaires, it became clear that no 
standardised quality assurance procedures existed for pumped 
support products. The aim of the project was therefore to introduce 
some degree of standardisation. To keep the process practical and 
affordable, the procedures specify the minimum testing 
requirements. Additional testing can be conducted if requested by 
affected parties. Owing to the time and cost involved in product 
testing, the intention is also to accumulate data over a period of time 
rather than to obtain comprehensive data immediately.  This will 
enable the industry to absorb the additional testing costs without 
significant changes in support costs. For each product grouping, the 
minimum number of test samples is specified. Although this number 
may seem small in some cases, additional tests should be 
conducted if there is a large variability in the results.  A statistical 
procedure is also given in this report to give guidance on the number 
of samples to be tested in cases where a large deviation in results is 
found.                    

Regulation 14.1 (6) of the Mine Health and Safety Act requires that a 
quality assurance system is in place that “ensures that the support 
units used at the mine provide the required performance 
characteristics for the loading conditions expected.”  As it is very 
difficult to simulate the underground loading conditions correctly in 
the laboratory for these pumped products, the procedures in this 
report had to find a balance between laboratory and underground 
testing.  Laboratory testing is nevertheless an important aspect of 
the procedures for pumped products to ensure the different 
components of the support type perform as expected, while the 

underground testing gives data on the behaviour of the support 
when installed underground.     

 

Similar to the original SIM040205 report, the guidelines detailed in 
this latest report should be seen as a starting point for uniform 
improved quality assurance procedures within the South African 
mining industry.  This document should be a living document that is 
updated as more information and experience is acquired from the 
testing programmes suggested for pumped products.   

 

Conclusions 

Quality assurance procedures were developed for backfill, 
shotcrete, grout packs and thin sprayed liners. 
 
The guidelines detailed in this report were developed as a 
starting point for uniform improved quality assurance procedures 
for pumped products within the South African mining industry.  
This document should therefore be seen as a living document 
that is updated as more information and experience is acquired 
from the testing programmes suggested in the report.   
 
This project only focused on the actual support products and not 
the human aspects of quality assurance such as poor installation 
of support units or non-adherence to support standards.  From 
the many workshops with industry, it was found that this aspect 
is crucial and probably the root cause of most of the problems 
experienced underground.  As it was not included in the scope of 
the current project, it will have to be dealt with in a future project. 
Quality assurance procedures with more emphasis on support 
systems and adherence to support standards, rather than purely 
focusing on support products, are therefore required. 
 
Product types such as mesh and lacing which are 
“manufactured” on site fell outside the scope of the current 
project and further work should be conducted to standardise the 
quality assurance procedures for these products.           
 


